Pavement Condition
Common Distress Factors
The following pages describe the more common pavement distresses
and well as shows an example of each. The streets in Dallas were
checked for these conditions as well as a few others. Not all of our
streets will have these distresses and some can have multiple in the
same area.

What distresses are present on your street?

Rutting
Rutting is a surface depression within the wheel path. Rutting results from a permanent deformation in
any of the pavement layers or subgrades, usually caused by consolidation or lateral movement of the
materials due to traffic loads. When the upper pavement layers are severely rutted, the pavement along
the edges of the rutted area may be raised. Usually, the rutting occurs gradually across the wheel path,
reaching a maximum depth in the center of the wheel path. Ruts are most obvious after rainfall when
they are full of water.

Alligator Cracking
Alligator fatigue cracking is associated with loads and is usually limited to areas of
repeated traffic loading. The cracks surface initially as a series of parallel longitudinal
cracks within the wheel path that progresses with time and loads to a more branched
pattern that begins to interconnect. The stage at which several discontinuous
longitudinal cracks begin to interconnect, is defined as alligator cracking. Eventually
the cracks interconnect sufficiently to form many pieces, resembling the pattern of an
alligator.
On narrow, two-lane roads, alligator cracking may form along the center line rather than
in the customary wheel paths.
Almost always, the pattern of the cracking (the longer dimension of the connected
cracks) is parallel to the roadway or direction of vehicle travel. However, alligator
cracking occasionally occurs in a pattern transverse to the roadway direction because of
poor trench compaction, settlement, or frost action.
Pot holes and other occurrences of destroyed or missing pavement are accumulated as
high severity alligator cracking and may also be noted in the comments area of the field
form.
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Longitudinal Cracking
Longitudinal cracks run roughly parallel to the roadway center line. Longitudinal
cracks associated with the beginning of alligator cracking are generally
discontinuous, broken, and occur in the wheel path. However, any longitudinal
crack that is clearly within the wheel path should be rated.
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Transverse Cracking
Transverse cracks run roughly perpendicular to the roadway center line. They may be
caused by surface shrinkage due to low temperatures, hardening of the asphalt, or cracks
in underlying pavement layers. They may extend partially or fully across the roadway.
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Raveling and Aging
Raveling and aging are pavement surface deterioration that occurs when aggregate
particles are dislodged (raveling) or oxidation causes loss of the asphalt binder (aging).
An asphalt concrete pavement loses its smooth surface and begins to appear very open
and rough.
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Bleeding
Bleeding is indicated by an excess of bituminous material on the pavement surface
which presents a shiny, glass-like reflective surface that may become sticky in hot
temperatures.
At the lower severity levels, the extents “localized” and “wheel path” may be difficult to
differentiate; however, as the severity increases, “wheel path” becomes better defined.
Wheel path refers to tire tracking area and may be used to represent the condition of only
one wheel track being heavily involved.
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Patching
A patch is an area of pavement which has been replaced with new material to repair the
existing pavement or access the utility.
A patch is considered a defect no matter how well it is performing (a patched area or
adjacent area usually does not perform as well as an original pavement section).
Generally, some roughness is associated with this distress. In general, a patch is less than
a typical rehabilitation in size and scope. They are less than full roadway width and/or are
less than project length. Some agencies may have patches as long as the work defined by
another agency as a rehabilitation.
Temporary patches, as well as localized permanent repairs (dig-out repair), are included in
this distress category. Utility cut patches are also included as part of the patching values.

Corrugation and Waves
This distress category covers a general form of surface distress which is not limited to the
wheel path, although they may occur in the wheel path. The distress may occur in isolated
areas, such as at intersections, or it may occur over a large part of the roadway surface.
Corrugations and waves are regularly occurring transverse undulations in the pavement
surface. Corrugations occur as closely spaced ripples, while waves are undulations
whose distance from peak to valley is more than 3 feet.
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Sags and Humps
This distress category also covers forms of surface distress that are not limited to the
wheel path, although they generally include the wheel paths. The distress usually
occurs in isolated areas of the roadway surface.
Sags and humps are localized depressions or elevated areas of the pavement that result
from settlement, pavement shoving, displacement due to subgrade swelling, or
displacement due to tree roots.
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Block Cracking
Block cracks divide the pavement surface into nearly rectangular pieces with cracks that
intersect at about 90 degrees. This type of distress differs from alligator cracking in that
alligator cracks form smaller, irregular shaped pieces with sharp angles. Also, alligator
cracks are caused by repeated traffic loadings and are, therefore, generally located in
traffic areas (i.e., the wheel paths).
Block cracking is caused principally by shrinkage of the asphalt concrete and daily
temperature cycling. It is not load-associated, although load can increase the severity of
individual cracks. The occurrence of block cracking usually indicates that the asphalt has
hardened significantly through aging. Block cracking normally occurs over a large
portion of the pavement area including non-traffic areas. However, various fatigue related
defects may occur in the same segment.

Pavement Edge Conditions
Edge raveling occurs when the pavement edge breaks away from roadways without curbs
or paved shoulders. However, edge conditions can still occur with paved shoulders. Edge
patching is the repair of this condition. The “lane less than 10 feet” distress indicates that
the edge raveling has progressed to the point where the pavement width from the center
line to the outer edge of roadway has been reduced to less than 10 feet.
Edge Raveling

Edge Patching

